no eXcuses bRoadheads // 2016

SlicK tRicK — no eXcuses bRoadheads //
Slick Trick Broadheads bring together a combination of high-quality materials, tight tolerances and groundbreaking design to deliver performance unrivaled by any fixed-blade broadhead in their price category. The
perfect marriage of Super Steel™ ferrules, LUTZ® blades and our patented Alcatraz™ blade lock system
result in a broadhead that provides consistent flight at ultra-high speed, bone crushing power and cutting
ability that’s surgical grade. Bowhunters who demand 100% reliability and short blood trails need to look no
further. In a sport that’s literally a matter of life and death why would you trust your hard earned shot to a
broadhead that delivers anything less? No moving parts. Unsurpassed Flight. Unrivaled Materials.
This year, Trick ‘Em, with Slick Trick Broadheads.
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SUPER STEEL™ FERRULES

SUPERIOR DURABILITY

All Slick Trick super-slim ferrules are designed with
extreme precision and exact tolerances to increase
penetration and maximize durability. We use the
finest steel materials that are perfectly hardened
and offer ultimate strength, unmatched durability
and incredible bone-crushing penetration.

Steel offers strength and structural integrity
that’s exponentially greater than aluminum.
Our Super Steel™ will not distort or bend over time
with standard use giving confidence that Slick Trick
broadheads will shoot straight — shot after shot –
year after year.

FOUR BLADE DESIGN

INCREDIBLE HEMORRHAGING

LUTZ® BLADES

DEVASTATING SHARP BLADES

Our four-blade design offers much more cutting
surface than standard three blade designs and
is more durable than mechanical designs on the
market. The Alcatraz™ BladeLock system keeps
these blades together to create reliable and lethal
cutting machine.

Precision engineered German Stainless Steel
blades that are regarded as the worlds finest
and widely recognized for their surgical-grade
sharpness. At .035” thick they provide exceptional
straightness, strength, resilience and the deep
cutting power prescribed by hardcore bowhunters.

if the alcatraz bladelock system fails
on an animal during a hunt, we will replace
that broadhead, no charge.

ALCATRAZ™ BLADELOCK SYSTEM

Like the infamous prison, our Patented BladeLock system
leads the market in security. Thanks to an interlocking
blade design that’s 100% protected by our Super Steel™
ferrules, it’s nearly impossible to lose a blade – even
when taxed by the most extreme conditions and
penetration tests.

We all know that the most important thing in
bowhunting is to make a quick and humane kill.
This four blade design is incredibly sharp and will
create massive blood loss, even on marginal hits.
Trust Slick Trick at the end of your arrow on your
next hunt.

LUTZ® blades resist corrosion, penetrate deep and
fly true with fieldpoint-like accuracy. No matter
whether they intercept hide or bone their perfect
combination of sleek geometry and scalpel-grade
sharpness make light work of flesh and bone.

®

SLICKTRICK.NET

(855) 879 - 8130

BLADES ARE LOCKED IN TIGHT

SEE THE
ALCATRAZ VIDEO

Thanks to this design our high quality scalpel-sharp blades
will pass through hide, flesh and bone — remaining intact
and ready to shoot again and again. This ensures your
broadheads will never shed a blade.

BLADES ARE LOCKED IN TIGHT
AND SPINNING TRUE WITH THE
ALCATRAZ BLADELOCK SYSTEM

standaRd BRoadheads //
If you’re looking for a broadhead with versatility at its core, look no further. With perfect geometry for extreme
penetration and incredible flight, the Standard cuts a devastating four-blade hole with extraordinary performance.
This 1” four-blade design out cuts seemingly larger 1 1/8” three-blade broadhead designs by 18% for larger holes,
maximum hemorrhaging and short blood trails.
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STANDARD 125

85, 100, 125 GRAINS
.030 (85) .035 SS LUTZ®
SUPER STEEL ™
4 EDGE, BONE SPLITTING

ALCATRAZ ™

TOTAL CUT

1” + 1” = 2”

FLIGHT

FIELD POINT

PATENT # 5931751

SLICKTRICK.NET

(855) 879 - 8130

“After years of shooting mechanical heads
and growing frustrated with lack of
penetration I was getting, a buddy of
mine turned me on to Slick Trick. I cannot
say enough about how these heads have
performed. Beyond impressed!”
- John Butcher

SLICK TRICK’S FOUR BLADE DESIGN
CAUSES MORE HEMORRHAGING THAN
TWO OR THREE BLADE DESIGNS

Magnum BRoadheads //
A super-short broadhead designed to rival the flight and cutting diameter of mechanical heads with the confidence and
reliability that only comes with a fixed-blade design. With 1 1/8 inches of cutting diameter this four-blade, low-profile
design provides devastating results and is the perfect design to handle the blistering speeds of today’s top-end bows.
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magnum 125

100, 100 D6, 125 GRAINS
.035 SS LUTZ®
SUPER STEEL ™
4 EDGE, BONE SPLITTING

ALCATRAZ ™

TOTAL CUT

1 1/8” + 1 1/8” = 2 1/4”

FLIGHT

FIELD POINT

PATENT # 5931751

SLICKTRICK.NET

(855) 879 - 8130

“I have harvested some amazing animals in
the last 10 years. And in that time my bow
has changed, my arrows have changed but
the one thing that hasn’t changed is my
broadhead. Accurate, tough and dependable
is how I describe Slick Trick Heads. They are
the only head I will use.”
- Gus Congemi

HAVE CONFIDENCE THAT YOU HAVE
THE STRONGEST BROADHEAD AT THE
END OF YOUR ARROW

vipeRtRicK BRoadheads //
A vicious design with the strength and durability fitting to it’s name. SS Lutz ® blades, 7/8” bleeder blades and Alcatraz™
Bladelock system all married with laser-like flight characteristics you have come to expect from Slick Trick.
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100, 125 GRAINS
.035 SS LUTZ®
SUPER STEEL ™
2 EDGE, CUT ON CONTACT

ALCATRAZ ™

TOTAL CUT

1 1/16” + 7/8” = 1 15/16”

FLIGHT

FIELD POINT

PATENT # 5931751

SLICKTRICK.NET

(855) 879 - 8130

I used the 125 grain ViperTrick. I have been
using Slick Tricks for many years and they
are the most accurate broadheads made. The
ViperTricks are truly meaner than a snake.
- Len Merritt

MASSIVE ENTRY AND EXIT HOLES
ENSURING THAT THE BLOOD
TRAIL IS SHORT

gRizztRicK 2 BRoadheads //
®

With the largest cutting diameter in the line the GrizzTrick offers exceptional holes and devastating performance.
This head flies true with field point-like accuracy even while stretching the distance. Everything you would expect
with unrivaled Slick Trick durability, strength and slice.
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gRizztRicK 2

WEIGHT

100, 125 GRAINS

BLADES

.035 SS LUTZ®
SUPER STEEL ™

FERRULE
TIP

4 EDGE, BONE SPLITTING

BLADELOCK
SEE THE
PRODUCT VIDEO

ALCATRAZ ™

TOTAL CUT

1 1/4” + 1 1/4” = 2 1/2”

FLIGHT

FIELD POINT

PATENT # 5931751

SLICKTRICK.NET

(855) 879 - 8130

“My draw weight is about 48#. I chose
Slick Trick because I had the confidence it
could do the job. This broadhead not only
penetrated, but went through completely very efficient!!!”
- Kerrianne Mesiti

125

XBOW BROADHEADS //

HARD-HITTING BROADHEADS
FOR CROSSBOWS

With a proven mix of geometry and weight, this head is designed to quickly stabilize short crossbow bolts for perfect
flight and exceptional accuracy. With bone-crushing penetration, this head offers a huge cut, strength, penetration
and reliability.
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XBOW 150

100, 125, 150 GRAINS
.035 SS LUTZ®
SUPER STEEL ™
4 EDGE, BONE SPLITTING
ALCATRAZ ™

TOTAL CUT

1 1/8” + 1 1/8” = 2 1/4”

FLIGHT

FIELD POINT

PATENT # 5931751

SLICKTRICK.NET

(855) 879 - 8130

“After two hunting seasons under my belt of
Slick Trick exclusively, I now can also attest
to the fact that while the broadhead flies
exceptionally, it also delivers devastating
wound channels and blood trails’ that would
rival and outperform any broadhead that is on
the market today.”
- Ryan Conkle

RIPTRICK //
New for 2016, The RipTrick is poised to unleash devastation on the furry, barking, leaf rustling marauders that turn a
quiet, peaceful, evening sit into more noise than a deer drive. The RipTrick features a 7/8” cutting diameter constructed
from .035” steel blades and SuperSteel™ ferrule for a perfect combination of durability and pinpoint accuracy.
Proprietary Alcatraz ™ BladeLock system retains maximum energy to deliver directly to quarry.

IT’S TIME FOR SOME PAYBACK
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100, 100 D6, 125 GRAINS
.035 420 HC STEEL
SUPER STEEL ™
CONE

ALCATRAZ ™

TOTAL CUT

7/8” + 7/8” = 1 3/4”

FLIGHT

FIELD POINT

PATENT # 5931751

SLICKTRICK.NET

(855) 879 - 8130

SLICKTRICK.NET

(855) 879 - 8130

RiptRicK 125

COMPARISON CHART //
Find the right broadhead for the game you are after. From the devastating GrizzTrick2 with 2 1/2” of total cut, the XBow heads that are
designed for today’s fastest crossbows, or the brand new small game head. Slick Trick has many choices, so you are sure to find the
right option for you and your hunting style.
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85, 100, 125
GRAINS

100, 100 D6, 125
GRAINS

.030 SS LUTZ ® (85)
.035 SS LUTZ ®
SUPER STEEL ™
4 EDGE,
BONE SPLITTING
ALCATRAZ™
1” + 1”
TOTAL = 2”

VIPERTRICK

.035 SS LUTZ ®

SUPER STEEL ™
4 EDGE,
BONE SPLITTING
ALCATRAZ ™
1 1/8” + 1 1/8”
TOTAL = 2 1/4”

100, 125
GRAINS

100, 125
GRAINS

.035 SS LUTZ ®

SUPER STEEL ™
2 EDGE,
CUT ON CONTACT
ALCATRAZ ™

1 1/16” + 7/8”
TOTAL = 1 15/16”

gRIZZTRICK 2

4 EDGE,
BONE SPLITTING

RiptRicK

100, 125, 150
GRAINS

.035 SS LUTZ ®

SUPER STEEL ™

XBOW

.035 SS LUTZ ®

SUPER STEEL ™
4 EDGE,
BONE SPLITTING

100, 100 D6, 125
GRAINS
.035
420 HC STEEL
SUPER STEEL ™

CONE POINT

ALCATRAZ ™

ALCATRAZ ™

ALCATRAZ ™

1 1/4” + 1 1/4”
TOTAL = 2 1/2”

1 1/8” + 1 1/8”
TOTAL = 2 1/4”

7/8” + 7/8”
TOTAL = 1 3/4”

LIABILITY DISCLAIMER
The Outdoor Group, LLC is not liable for any personal injury, death, or property damage that may result from your use of this
product. The user of this product assumes all risks of property damage or injury to yourself and others that may arise from
its use. Use of this product binds the user to this agreement.

SLICKTRICK.NET

(855) 879 - 8130

